
@frankisibberson @ProfessorNana Do you think issues are same in elementary 
and MS/HS? Seem a bit different to me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120942818955264 - #513 
tweet details

@teacherman82 RT @writer: #titletalk I know that the passion kids feel for books in 
my room is about how the books speak for them and to them and with ... 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120979019988992 - #514 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders My youngest brother is in 5th grade now and DEVOURS HP. With 
no clamp on his reading, he reads as much as he can. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120987849007105 - #515 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @jennann516 @MWLibraryDiva I have a hard time with a 
librarian directing student book selection #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120994249510913 - #516 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins @ProfessorNana Agree. Disturbed by TTYL, 
Downside of Being Up-- let daughter read them anyway. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121006870175744 - #517 
tweet details

@clix @ProfessorNana no; but I'd want to be comfortable with it for that student. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121013681717248 - #518 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @MWLibraryDiva great concept but I often encounter teachers 
who haven't read all the books in their classroom libraries #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121015392993280 - #519 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @colbysharp The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle, because of 
pirates. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121027590029312 - #520 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants #titletalk At least it was a bikini, I guess. Could have been a 
trench coat. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121064051118080 - #521 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @frankisibberson @booksandbytes I have friends who call or write 
me bcuz they are sure I've read it or heard about it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121063753326592 - #522 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @thereadingzone @frankisibberson I was a HUGE VC Andrews 
fan growing up as well! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121116643495936 - #523 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @colbysharp A parent in our district was upset about The Odyssey. 
Said we were teaching paganism or something. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121118505779200 - #524 
tweet details

@katsok RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk not sure I need to be comfortable with book 
to recommend. Good books disturb. Even me. 
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Mon Sep 26 00:34:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121133110333440 - #525 
tweet details

@MsHootieHoo Tonight's #titletalk chat on Twitter is about Banned Books and 
Censorship... and it is awesome.... http://t.co/yi3KP8Gy 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121144019718145 - #526 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf @ProfessorNana Nope. It's ok to feel discomfort. You just need to be ok 
with discussing WHY you are uncomfortable, I think. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121197849419776 - #527 
tweet details

@clix @booksandbytes @MWLibraryDiva It's hard to do when you get a lot of 
donations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121205537579008 - #528 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @booksandbytes Hi friend! #titletalk Two on from #arlpslibs 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121210361020416 - #529 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders Did anyone ever think for a moment to challenge A Series of 
Unfortunate Events? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121213934571520 - #530 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @classicsixbooks I was tweeting tub-side... then Mr 5 said he would 
read tonight :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121214429495296 - #531 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @writer: #titletalk I know that the passion kids feel for books 
in my room is about how the books speak for them and to them and with ... 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121235765919745 - #532 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @frankisibberson Totally agree! Only recently realized Meg got 
drunk on champagne in Little Women. Young readers miss things. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121246608207872 - #533 
tweet details

@jennann516 @MWLibraryDiva So do I, but librarian doesn't read (don't get me 
started), so she makes decision based on jacket blurb. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121312588795905 - #534 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins It wasn't a challenge, but I did have a family question Joseph 
Campbell's The Power of Myth. It was a good discussion. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:34:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121337146445824 - #535 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @writer: I know that the passion kids feel for books in my room 
is about how the books speak for them and to them & with them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121413889626112 - #536 
tweet details

@pageintraining @donalynbooks @colbysharp Challenge was related to Egyptian 
magic. Friend teaches at a parochial school (but Percy is fine there) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121416884359168 - #537 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @booksandbytes @MWLibraryDiva I often encounter teachers who 
don't read. What can we do then? #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:35:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121440108216320 - #538 
tweet details

@teacherman82 When I read books, I take away an experience, not how often any 
bad words (if any) cropped up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121463206252545 - #539 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @booksandbytes @MWLibraryDiva Or if they have, the books are 
older and out-of-date. Staying current is hard! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121462979772416 - #540 
tweet details

@jennann516 @MWLibraryDiva She often won't let 7/8 check out books that 
"sound" too mature. Or she'll send them to me bc I read YA. :-\ #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121470881841152 - #541 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk not sure I need to be comfortable with 
book to recommend. Good books disturb. Even me. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121475327787008 - #542 
tweet details

@pageintraining @donalynbooks @colbysharp Challenge seemed more based on 
things on Kane Chronicles website than book in question #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121521729372160 - #543 
tweet details

@kperry @AliviaAnders I think there are instances of challenging Unfortunate 
Events. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121522794733568 - #544 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants @jmalphy @DJ345 AR used to be the bane of my existence. 
Until the district couldn't afford it anymore. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121525420367872 - #545 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic Are there books you are uncomfortable with? Sharing these moments 
with Ss may help them see self-selecting in action. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121548962992128 - #546 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva With so many online resources it is easy to familiarize ourselves 
with books we haven't read yet when asked about a title #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121555833262080 - #547 
tweet details

@clix RT @teacherman82: When I read books, I take away an experience, not how 
often any bad words (if any) cropped up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121557225771008 - #548 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @writer: I know that the passion kids feel for books in my 
room is about how the books speak for them and to them & with them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121562615459841 - #549 
tweet details

@literacydocent @jennann516 @MWLibraryDiva I have a non-reading librarian at 
my school too. I don't get it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:35:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121571855499264 - #550 
tweet details

@librarianjenne @laurajspangler What?! Meg got drunk? I need to reread that! 
#titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:35:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121590637608962 - #551 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Read the book. Question the book. Know the book. An example: 
Bumble-Ardy? For kids? Just putting the question out there. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121635730563072 - #552 
tweet details

@donalynbooks As I have asked before, how old do kids have to be before than 
can read books about their LIVES? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121637500559361 - #553 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MsHoughton @booksandbytes @MWLibraryDiva post stuff from 
the book whisperer in their mailboxes! start a book club for teachers #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121658367229952 - #554 
tweet details

@clix @teacherman82 Yeah... parent says something and I'm like "oops." 
Sometimes even if I read a book it's not enough. :P #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121677329661952 - #555 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf When people don't talk about why/how books are disturbing, a culture of 
fear is created. That's when censorship happens. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121682870349825 - #556 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @PaulWHankins Think that is an inportant distinctiion. Often it is 
a conversation/discussion that is needed & enjoyed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121701623074817 - #557 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @MsHoughton @booksandbytes @mwlibrarydiva Teachers need 
to be educated on books, especially if they plan to whine about them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121731675258880 - #558 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: As I have asked before, how old do kids 
have to be before than can read books about their LIVES? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121741770952704 - #559 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @literacydocent @jennann516 @MWLibraryDiva That is so sad! 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121742844702720 - #560 
tweet details

@writer RT @teacherman82: When I read books, I take away an experience, not 
how often any bad words (if any) cropped up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121752193810432 - #561 
tweet details

@ewitt43 @MsHoughton - Most of my 5th grade team comes to me to ask about 
books because they don't read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121753535975425 - #562 
tweet details

@kperry I don't get non-reading librarians either. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121753015889920 - #563 
tweet details

@see_far_cfar @teacherman82 Exactly! I don't always remember when something 
was controversial. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:36:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121766794182656 - #564 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk NCTE has good resource in RATIONALES FOR 
COMMONLY TAUGHT CHALLENGED BOOKS. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121772515196928 - #565 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @RdngTeach @laurajspangler let us not forget Anne Ahirley and 
her raspberry cordial mishap #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121784414441473 - #566 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @MrsReaderPants @jmalphy @DJ345 The positive side of 
budget cuts? There's always a silver lining, right? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121796254961665 - #567 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @clix Absolutely! Because reading for "bad" content is a chore, 
and that's not my idea of reading! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121802370256896 - #568 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @literacydocent @jennann516 A non reading librarian isn't that 
an oxymoron???? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121805872508928 - #569 
tweet details

@brandonshire1 Sitting in on #titletalk chat on Twitter about Banned Books and 
Censorship. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121811450925056 - #570 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: As I have asked before, how old do kids have to 
be before than can read books about their LIVES? #titletalk <= so true 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121843633827840 - #571 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks But if I only let my boys read books abt their lives, 
our rdng list would be pretty bland :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:36:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121845366063106 - #572 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk NCTE has good resource in 
RATIONALES FOR COMMONLY TAUGHT CHALLENGED BOOKS. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121871890841600 - #573 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @thebrainlair: Re: non-readers: post stuff from the book whisperer in 
their mailboxes! start a book club for teachers #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121925171089408 - #574 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I had a professor who said reading teachers that don't read 
should in his opinion find another job. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121928056766464 - #575 
tweet details

@teacherman82 RT @donalynbooks: As I have asked before, how old do kids have 
to be before than can read books about their LIVES? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121942703280128 - #576 
tweet details
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@colbysharp RT @MWLibraryDiva: I had a professor who said reading teachers 
that don't read should in his opinion find another job. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118121995777998849 - #577 
tweet details

@clix @teacherman82 I usually read books just because they look interesting, & 
then if I like it, I want it for my library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122039440719873 - #578 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @MWLibraryDiva @literacydocent @jennann516 Oxymoron 
indeed, but so is a non-reading teacher, IMHO #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122046361305088 - #579 
tweet details

@jennann516 @Mrs_Laf @ProfessorNana When you can discuss discomfort, 
you've read thoughtfully. Rather have this disc with kid/S than none. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122050064891907 - #580 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @MWLibraryDiva it seems impossible to teach others to read & 
not enjoy and actively read yourself. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:37:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122092330881024 - #581 
tweet details

@literacydocent @MWLibraryDiva @literacydocent @jennann516 You would think! 
Staff come to me 4 bk recommends. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122112148963328 - #582 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @thebrainlair @MsHoughton @booksandbytes 
@MWLibraryDiva agreed and I try to share hot titles with my teachers. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122123062542336 - #583 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Served on dist com that had prob w/Freedom Writer's,wanted 2 stop 
it from being used.I argued that by saying it was "offensive"...#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122132193554433 - #584 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @RdngTeach windows AND mirrors, right?! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122152464621568 - #585 
tweet details

@trkravtin @MWLibraryDiva @literacydocent @jennann516 Anyone can fall into a 
non-reading slump. Then they see how to do it w/o reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122158768668672 - #586 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I would rather my daughter learn about provocative issues from 
books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122179119427585 - #587 
tweet details

@katsok RT @MWLibraryDiva: I had a professor who said reading teachers that 
don't read should in his opinion find another job. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122192839000065 - #588 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I had students interested in the book Push when the movie Precious 
came out. Read it & decided not to put in class lib. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122205023453185 - #589 
tweet details
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@coxtl RT @MWLibraryDiva: I had a professor who said reading teachers that don't 
read should in his opinion find another job. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122206076223488 - #590 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122266813923328 - #591 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122270521696256 - #592 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122272610459648 - #593 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Flame Me If Need Be: Non-reading librarian is in malpractice at 
best. I would not want one in a book challenge; that's for sure. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122276251119618 - #594 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I don't get educators of any kind that don't read - some actually 
brag about it? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122286002868225 - #595 
tweet details

@jennann516 @booksandbytes @literacydocent @MWLibraryDiva I know!! It's sad, 
but I do what I can to suggest books to her and help students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122292596322305 - #596 
tweet details

@Mike_Somers RT @donalynbooks: During Banned Book Week, we honor two 
foundational beliefs—our rights to speak freely and make our own choices. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122294437613568 - #597 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Yes! I share lots of titles with my colleagues. Serves a multitude 
of purposes. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122309407096832 - #598 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122311084810240 - #599 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @donalynbooks or on the bus!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122332639334400 - #600 
tweet details

@trkravtin As a rep, I have fallen into reading slumps. It happens. But even 
baseball players break out of a slump eventually. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:38:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122341774524417 - #601 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @donalynbooks Or from actual experience... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122381649776640 - #602 
tweet details
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@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122400998113281 - #603 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk <-- so true! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122406446505985 - #604 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks My daughter and I were JUST talking about this 
today-things she sees/reads about. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122407339892737 - #605 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about provocative 
issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122443641593857 - #606 
tweet details

@kperry @ProfessorNana Link to the Rationale CDs Volume 1 (They are good.)
http://t.co/5OwtQSYB #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122456341942272 - #607 
tweet details

@RdngTeach #titletalk..they were stifling writer's voices of many of the kids in my 
classroom!My kiddos shldn't be ashamed of their stories. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122462415294464 - #608 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian RT @PaulWHankins: Flame Me If Need Be: Non-reading librarian 
is malpractice at best. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122465292599296 - #609 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @librarygrl2 Oh! I assumed it was being taught in high school. 
Yeah, I wouldn't be comfortable teaching it to 7th grade. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122465728806912 - #610 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122467788193792 - #611 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I explained my reasons for not including Push w/those students. Only 
other book I kept out of my room is Lucky by Alice Sebold. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122470241873920 - #612 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @librarianjenne A link to Meg's drinking chapter! 
http://t.co/iPqACELs #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122478106181632 - #613 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @yaloveblog Push is a little rough- rougher much rougher than 
the movie - I don't have it in my classroom, but I do own a copy #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122483617497089 - #614 
tweet details

@trkravtin A teacher reading club sounds like a great idea. Mix adult books with 
kids selections. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122495906811904 - #615 
tweet details
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@clix @thereadingzone yeah! I esp like sharing books cross-curricular. :D #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122500193394688 - #616 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122504354136064 - #617 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @trkravtin Yup. I've found myself in slumps, but they always end! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122535475875842 - #618 
tweet details

@writer #titletalk we should model what we choose and why. I can't read horror but 
I have students who can sell those titles to others. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122562856292353 - #619 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @abbylibrarian: RT @PaulWHankins: Flame Me If Need Be: 
Non-reading librarian is malpractice at best. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122565288984576 - #620 
tweet details

@jennann516 @Cathy_Blackler @MWLibraryDiva @literacydocent Very much 
agree. Librarians & teachers must promote reading by BEING readers! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122569730756608 - #621 
tweet details

@litnlearn MT @ProfessorNana: AR has caused many challenges. Does not 
consider developmental appropriateness Programs should not pick books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122571068751872 - #622 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @MWLibraryDiva That's just as bad as non-math teachers talking 
about how "they're not good at math either" or the like. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122570758373376 - #623 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Banning books shows you don't trust your kids to think and you 
don't trust yourself to be able to talk to them. -Anna Quindlen #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122577104355328 - #624 
tweet details

@thebrainlair Sometimes I keep a book in my office bcuz someone might need it. 
Even though it gets me in trouble... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:39:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122593336299521 - #625 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I wouldn't get upset w/a school librarian if he/she included it, but I 
didn't feel comfortable putting either in my classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122628425859072 - #626 
tweet details

@kperry RT @ProfessorNana: RT@donalynbooks:I would rather my daughter learn 
about provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122633052168192 - #627 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @LibLaura5 My 13yo giggled over Swim the Fly! But there are 
certain parts they don't want to discuss aloud w/mom:-) #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:40:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122660088643584 - #628 
tweet details

@mtechman @PaulWHankins haven't read Bumble-Ardy; just read latest Horn Bk 
review, interview...1st thought - it is mainly for Sendak #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122663922253824 - #629 
tweet details

@writer RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about provocative 
issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122688127565825 - #630 
tweet details

@booksandbytes I've had some of the best discussions w/ my own kids after 
they've read certain books like Speak or Looking for Alaska #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122694054133760 - #631 
tweet details

@DJ345 #TitleTalk My mother was wise. She read books w/ me when I brought 
home books in 6th grade she thought too mature for me. We discussed them 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122695761203200 - #632 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @brianwyzlic it seems even worse as it is rather impossible to get 
through a day and not read . #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122708763541504 - #633 
tweet details

@trkravtin Accelerated reading is an oxymoron. Just sayin'. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122767085338624 - #634 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @thebrainlair @donalynbooks Can you imagine: Banned Bus 
Week? Or Cafeteria Challenge Week? Locker Room Lock-down? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122777961172992 - #635 
tweet details

@SherryTeach I talked to my librarian about this issue: we agreed that teacher can 
have more provocative books; we know each student better. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122788547608577 - #636 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @Cathy_Blackler I haven't seen the movie, but I assumed it was 
rougher than the movie. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122833883824128 - #637 
tweet details

@katsok @writer Yes, I can't do horror either. Use that as an example that not all 
books are for all readers. Doesn't make them "bad". #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122832629731328 - #638 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian At the recent CYPD conference, Alex Sanchez shared letters from 
teens & parents of teens about how important his books are. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122842607984640 - #639 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @Cathy_Blackler Oh, Anne! One of my all time fav character!!! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:40:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122857510354944 - #640 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva If you don't read why do you want to be a librarian? Reading is all 
I do at all levels PreK-Adult - I am elementary librarian. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:40:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122863105548289 - #641 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer for me, a K-8 library is particularly hard, with 3rd and 4th 
graders drawn to the YA books - how do you handle this? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122879824052225 - #642 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @writer Agree-we just had the conversation about "scary 
stories" this week and how I can't read them--nightmares. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122887948419074 - #643 
tweet details

@kperry @ProfessorNana Rationale CDs Volume 2 (They are good.) 
http://t.co/ZNGUknSO #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122899201724417 - #644 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @writer: #titletalk we should model what we choose and 
why. I can't read horror but I have students who can sell those titles to others. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122910530539520 - #645 
tweet details

@coxtl RT @abbylibrarian: RT @PaulWHankins: Flame Me If Need Be: Non-
reading librarian is malpractice at best. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122923268640768 - #646 
tweet details

@mrsashleyjdavis Push and Lucky are not in my library either #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122942176563200 - #647 
tweet details

@SherryTeach Our library doesn't put out 13 Reasons Why, but I have it in my 
class. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122946337308672 - #648 
tweet details

@see_far_cfar @writer Me too!! Can't stand horror, but last year I had a student 
book talk Dean Koontz. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122962225332224 - #649 
tweet details

@clix @RdngTeach @Cathy_Blackler <3 Anne! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122994143989760 - #650 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Um, is it wrong to complain that my son is asking me to read him 
a book...during #titletalk ! LOL! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118122996887076864 - #651 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @trkravtin I try to at least give a list of books you should read to my 
whole staff and I try to talk up at least ONE book #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123033071325184 - #652 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @donalynbooks I don't have kids yet, but I have to believe I'd feel the 
same way. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123058627227648 - #653 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @SherryTeach grade? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123068873900032 - #654 
tweet details
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@Cathy_Blackler @booksandbytes Classes read Speak last yr-during 
#speakloudly campaign-amazing discussions ensued about their lives #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123070346108931 - #655 
tweet details

@kperry @MWLibraryDiva Excellent point. Sadly, I think some become librarians to 
get out of classroom. Think job will be easier. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:41:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123096816365568 - #656 
tweet details

@yaloveblog RT @MWLibraryDiva: I had a professor who said reading teachers 
that don't read should in his opinion find another job. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123117066465281 - #657 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @mtechman @PaulWHankins #titletalk I agree - Bumble-Ardy was for 
Sendak and/or adults. I just didn't get it for kids. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123135429115904 - #658 
tweet details

@jennann516 @donalynbooks And who are we to say that a book should be 
banned bc we don't agree w/ content? That could be someone's life. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123134988730368 - #659 
tweet details

@trkravtin Embrace the non-reading librarian and help her love books again. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123136423174145 - #660 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @MaryAnnReilly I'd typically argue the same for math, but as it's 
#titletalk, I'll refrain ;-) 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123175983853568 - #661 
tweet details

@ewitt43 I was talking about how I pick books I read when my superintendent came 
in. She was impressed this was a lesson I do with kids! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123183328075776 - #662 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk was interviewed this week on Banned Books Week 
asked if parents should be concerned if their kids read these books. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123185559449600 - #663 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders Still think it's a little funny Twilight gets banned for 'religious' tag 
when Bella promotes no sex 'til marriage. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123196514967552 - #664 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @writer Agree. Also, peer pressure is involved. Some kids may 
not WANT to read a book that is too mature for them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123212742737920 - #665 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @MaryAnnScheuer I #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123219302625280 - #666 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @PaulWHankins: Can you imagine: Banned Bus Week? Or 
Cafeteria Challenge Week? Locker Room Lock-down? #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:42:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123220204392451 - #667 
tweet details

@jmalphy @Cathy_Blackler @booksandbytes Our Freshmen read Speak every 
year. Great discussions have been held in that class! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123256766152704 - #668 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @trkravtin: Accelerated reading is an oxymoron. Just sayin'. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123256002772992 - #669 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @classicsixbooks Tell that kid to cool his heels for the next 15 
minutes or tonight's read-aloud will be Clockwork Orange (wink). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123265456738305 - #670 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Remember to include the #titletalk hashtag to your tweets, so you 
can join the conversation. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123266211721216 - #671 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @Cathy_Blackler Speak is such a powerful book. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123317566779392 - #672 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks I'm writing a piece on peer pressure on this topic. ; ) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123342296383488 - #673 
tweet details

@literacydocent @trkravtin I'm trying...really hard! Our students need US to be 
readers too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:42:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123358041808896 - #674 
tweet details

@see_far_cfar @SherryTeach 13 Reasons Why is a lit circle book at my school. I 
haven't had a problem yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123367181197314 - #675 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Remember to include the #titletalk hashtag to 
your tweets, so you can join the conversation. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123395828301824 - #676 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop @PaulWHankins Just heard an interview with Sendak on NPR's 
Fresh Air- Bumble-Ardy= levels upon levels- all books need discussion #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123404770553856 - #677 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly Ensuring students see themselves represented in the books 
teachers use for read alouds/minilessons is & needs 2 be a priority #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123427218464768 - #678 
tweet details

@mwedwards RT @mwlibrarydiva: I had a professor who said reading teachers 
that don't read should in his opinion find another job. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123428292206592 - #679 
tweet details

@clix @ProfessorNana @trkravtin Accelerated Reading is what we do here on 
#titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:43:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123452082298880 - #680 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @MaryAnnScheuer I'm k-8 too - inherited YA stickering system. YA = 
5th+. Tricky at times. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123457111269376 - #681 
tweet details

@MyMercurialMuse RT @PaulWHankins: http://t.co/Ywb9nX4R ALA specific re: 
1st Amendment Rights/Young People. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123468133892096 - #682 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @trkravtin: Embrace the non-reading librarian and help her 
love books again. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123502162288640 - #683 
tweet details

@jennann516 @trkravtin A group of 5 from school is going to TXBookFest and 
invited all teahers on campus. Got 1 non-reader to commit! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123505752612864 - #684 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @trkravtin Wise advice. Sometimes we need to help our 
colleagues in a slump. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123512509636608 - #685 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Librarian if done well is just as challenging and taxing as a 
classroom teacher - only in different ways. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123513298165760 - #686 
tweet details

@litnlearn RT @classicsixbooks: Um, is it wrong to complain that my son is asking 
me to read him a book...during #titletalk ! LOL! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123523028955136 - #687 
tweet details

@trkravtin @literacydocent Yes, modeling makes all the difference. I agree. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123532382253056 - #688 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @PaulWHankins AND he just brought me a Ready Freddy 
which has a bully that uses the word stupid all the time! #backfiring #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123532780707840 - #689 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @clix: @ProfessorNana @trkravtin Accelerated Reading is what 
we do here on #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123536371040257 - #690 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks @RdngTeach I love that book! I have recommended it 
to many of my HS girls. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123542410821632 - #691 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @PaulWHankins @classicsixbooks Which is one of my 14 yo's 
favorite reads. Sigh. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:43:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123565433356288 - #692 
tweet details

@thebrainlair I tell students we don't have to like the same books but I hope to find 
them one book to love before they leave 8th grade #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:43:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123605983895553 - #693 
tweet details

@Aluchies @MaryAnnScheuer Or I say that the book is PG-13 and please be 
aware. I ask if they're comfortable with bad language, etc #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123625743269889 - #694 
tweet details

@teacherman82 13 Reasons Why is in our school library and in my class library. 
Kids are devouring that book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123635528564736 - #695 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I read and loved Winged Obsession last summer, but didn't put it 
in my library. Instead included Dangerous World of Butterflies #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123647557840896 - #696 
tweet details

@mtechman @librarygrl2 @PaulWHankins doesn't mean it might not find its 
reader, but the way he described it, identified with the pig, etc...#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123652574220288 - #697 
tweet details

@DJ345 @SherryTeach Definitely hard for librarian who sees 500 -1000 to know 
each one. Dialogue with teachers is a good thing #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123653094322176 - #698 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Any titles to share? We are in our last 15 minutes. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123670022533122 - #699 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @mwedwards @mwlibrarydiva Couldn't agree more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123672186789888 - #700 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Wasn't reading accelerated in Bradbury's seminal work? 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123692017467392 - #701 
tweet details

@AnIowaTeacher Is this irony? :-) RT @classicsixbooks: Um, is it wrong to 
complain that my son is asking me to read him a book...during #titletalk ! LOL! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123704390656000 - #702 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Any titles to share? We are in our last 15 
minutes. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123710816321536 - #703 
tweet details

@SherryTeach I wish my AR loving librarian would join us here! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123719620182016 - #704 
tweet details

@trkravtin @jennann516 Yay! Way to go. One this time might lead to two more 
next time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123720912023552 - #705 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk Disclaimer in my syllabus (teach Rdg 4 Plsure) states I 
KNOW students are talking about bks w/ parents-they decide wht 2 read. 
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Mon Sep 26 00:44:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123735877292032 - #706 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I haven't been able to get a teacher book club started, but I have 
hooked a couple teachers onto YA #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123737831837696 - #707 
tweet details

@katsok @classicsixbooks My son did too. I asked if it could wait for 16 minutes. :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123775165333504 - #708 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: Any titles to share? We are in our last 15 
minutes. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123798800248832 - #709 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MWLibraryDiva sometimes moreso I try to follow all the curriculum 
and read for them as well as with them! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123799592968192 - #710 
tweet details

@kperry @teacherman82 I had 13 Reasons Why in my middle school. The 8th 
graders really loved it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123815212556288 - #711 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I've been shocked a couple times by what parents will allow their 
kids to WATCH but not READ. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123843272450049 - #712 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RdngTeach: RT @clix: @ProfessorNana @trkravtin 
Accelerated Reading is what we do here on #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123844916609025 - #713 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Any titles to share? We are in our last 15 minutes. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:44:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123854299275264 - #714 
tweet details

@jennann516 @PaulWHankins Right...would you want a non-practicing doctor who 
sent all his referrals to a nurse? No. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123870556393472 - #715 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Titles to share: I am reading ASHES right now and struggling to 
finish because I can't read while eating! It's fantastic, tho #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123873748258816 - #716 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @SherryTeach #titletalk I'm a librarian & had same conv with 5th gr 
teachers. Their bks can be more controv. Also 1st gr won't get them. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123887916617728 - #717 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @donalynbooks: RT @RdngTeach: RT @clix: @ProfessorNana 
@trkravtin Accelerated Reading is what we do here on #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123904920322048 - #718 
tweet details

@teacherman82 Just had a thought: could have students rank how comfortable 
they are w/ diff kinds of content on index card at start of year #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:45:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123908586147840 - #719 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 RT @cb6luvs2read: I've been shocked a couple times by what parents 
will allow their kids to WATCH but not READ. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123911220174848 - #720 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk House of Tomorrow -- read last wk...still thinking. Love 
the IA setting. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123913615126530 - #721 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders RT @cb6luvs2read: I've been shocked a couple times by what 
parents will allow their kids to WATCH but not READ. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123956120199169 - #722 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @yaloveblog that's like a book club. Start with Mock Printz or 
Newbery and how they can teach in class then move from there. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123965318311936 - #723 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @Aluchies @MaryAnnScheuer I listen to my students' music-
they are WAY too comfortable w/bad language #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123973023236096 - #724 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I just finished TEENIE right before this chat. I would put it in a 
continuum with SPEAK, especially as a multicultural approach. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123985937506304 - #725 
tweet details

@RdngTeach SO true! RT @cb6luvs2read: I've been shocked a couple times by 
what parents will allow their kids to WATCH but not READ. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118123998956634114 - #726 
tweet details

@colbysharp If AR is what we do on #titletalk what is Lexile? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124000508514304 - #727 
tweet details

@trkravtin Tweetchat is accelerated reading. I can barely keep up! *wink* #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124001921990657 - #728 
tweet details

@pageintraining Janna Matthies' Goodbye Cancer Garden is a sweet book about a 
family dealing with mom's breast cancer #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124019395461121 - #729 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @MaryAnnReilly It's difficult to make sure ALL students are 
represented, but it's worth trying for. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124058268278784 - #730 
tweet details

@clix I really enjoyed Raised by Wolves... sequel's just out and it's on its way :D 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124061179129857 - #731 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Just started The Night Circus (my NaNoWriMo inspiration this yr) 
and it's magical #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:45:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124061724389376 - #732 
tweet details

@kperry @yaloveblog I started a teacher YA book group with only 5 teachers. It 
doesn't matter if you start small. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124067390898176 - #733 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @cb6luvs2read: Ive been shocked a couple times by what 
parents will allow their kids to WATCH but not READ. EXACTLY #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124078598078465 - #734 
tweet details

@MsHootieHoo YES RT @mwlibrarydiva: Librarian if done well is just as 
challenging and taxing as a classroom teacher - only in different ways. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124078803587072 - #735 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @katsok Got him reading Garfield strips for 15 more minutes. 
#fatcatjokes #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124089222234112 - #736 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop #titletalk Just finished As EEasy As Falling Off the Face of the 
Earth- loved it. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:45:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124113645670400 - #737 
tweet details

@ShellyMSims RT @trkravtin: Tweetchat is accelerated reading. I can barely keep 
up! *wink* #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124134608797696 - #738 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk -- PERFECT by @EllenHopkinsYA --we're loving it. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124138769563649 - #739 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian Just finished JEFFERSON'S SONS about Thomas Jefferson's 
children w/ Sally Hemmings. Very good. A book to sink your teeth into. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124154632421376 - #740 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @cb6luvs2read Yes! Rated-R movies with nudity, language, 
violence, and substance abuse is fine on a screen but not a book?? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124158910595074 - #741 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk AMERICUS, new GN, nice text pair with Fahrenheit 451. 
Still love Hentoff's DAY THEY CAME TO ARREST BOOK. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124190225281024 - #742 
tweet details

@kathyfs24 RT @donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn about 
provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124189700980736 - #743 
tweet details

@katsok @classicsixbooks Mine is getting the books ready. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124218683637761 - #744 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Preordered Name of the Star and Watch That Ended the Night. 
Can't wait! #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:46:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124220382314496 - #745 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly I'm looking forward to reading Bruchac's Wolf Mark 
http://t.co/ZZbtHhXd #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124227252600833 - #746 
tweet details

@kathyfs24 SO agree!! RT “@donalynbooks: I would rather my daughter learn 
about provocative issues from books than the school cafeteria. #titletalk” 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124270416183296 - #747 
tweet details

@literacydocent Reading Mercy: The Last New England Vampire by Sara 
Thompson. Hard to put down! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124273658376192 - #748 
tweet details

@kperry @ClaudiaSwisher @EllenHopkinsYA I desperately want PERFECT. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124275147354113 - #749 
tweet details

@Aluchies RT @cb6luvs2read: I've been shocked a couple times by what parents 
will allow their kids to WATCH but not READ. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124278469246976 - #750 
tweet details

@writer #titletalk fav book this week: Start Something That Matters will inspire you. 
By the man who started TOMS shoes-- buy a pair, they give one 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124281648517120 - #751 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @thereadingzone: Preordered Name of the Star and Watch That 
Ended the Night. Cant wait! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124301831507969 - #752 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @thebrainlair I like that idea. Maybe I could do that when @cybils 
starts too. Thinking about including kids as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124305249861632 - #753 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @literacydocent: @trkravtin I'm trying...really hard! Our students 
need US to be readers too! #titletalk <= we must be readers. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124338951110656 - #754 
tweet details

@pageintraining One and Only Stuey Lewis by Jane Schoenberg #titletalk - this 
would make a great read aloud for this time of school year 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124346593120257 - #755 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Well, of course I've been swooning about Bigger Than a Bread 
Box by @LaurelSnyder #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124355506012161 - #756 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf “@see_far_cfar: @SherryTeach 13 Reasons Why is a lit circle book at 
my school. I haven't had a problem yet. #titletalk” No issues, either! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124357926141953 - #757 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Speak by @halseanderson , Swim the Fly (so funny, but could upset 
some parents. I'm the "bad" parent who let MS sons read it! ) #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:46:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124362506309632 - #758 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders I haven't found anything to read yet, but I'm planning on getting 
CARRIER OF THE MARK this week! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:46:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124371264020480 - #759 
tweet details

@SherryTeach Just finished Shine yesterday. Excellent, but probably won't put it 
out for 7th grade. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124382768996354 - #760 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @abbylibrarian You are second person to rec Jefferson's Sons-
TBR room, make room for one more... #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124393321857025 - #761 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk How did I miss LOCOMOTION? Love it! Already shared 
w/ students 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124409226670080 - #762 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @colbysharp Lexile? Oops. I thought it was Tactile. I often kiss 
the screen during these monthly chats. You people are beautiful. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124413395795968 - #763 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @trkravtin: Tweetchat is accelerated reading. I can barely 
keep up! *wink* #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124420941352960 - #764 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I am reading Stick by Andrew Smith. A beautiful book. Definitely 
provocative. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124432588943361 - #765 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @yaloveblog I have lots of resources I can point you to. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124446522413056 - #766 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Agree! RT @SherryTeach: Just finished Shine yesterday. Excellent, 
but probably won't put it out for 7th grade. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124451652050945 - #767 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Rocket Learns to Read was perfect for my 1st graders first wk of 
school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124484363423745 - #768 
tweet details

@mrsashleyjdavis the book circulating my room now is 13 reasons why. Kids love 
that one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124498259165184 - #769 
tweet details

@colbysharp @PaulWHankins I knew I could count on you:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124523601141761 - #770 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants @teacherman82 What would you do with the card? #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:47:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124524184145920 - #771 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer about to start reading A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124539455610880 - #772 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @classicsixbooks @LaurelSnyder Lovenit as it realistically 
addresses issues kids are facingntoday. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:47:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124586758979585 - #773 
tweet details

@yaloveblog Titles to share: I think I've said this lots on Twitter, but I am super in 
love with Everybody Sees the Ants by A.S. King #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124639493951488 - #774 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @MaryAnnScheuer You are gonna love that book! Have tissues on 
hand!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124640710303744 - #775 
tweet details

@JasonLobdell @AndersonGL Maybe we should just let the databases talk to each 
other. #titletalk #read 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124654958362624 - #776 
tweet details

@pageintraining Just started The Worst Case Scenario Survival Handbook 
Extreme Junior Edition #titletalk Hoping my world records kids will love it. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124658678697985 - #777 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: I am reading Stick by @marburyjack. A 
beautiful book. Definitely provocative. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124685618708480 - #778 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @MaryAnnScheuer Oh! You are in for a treat! Have a box of 
tissues nearby. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124692656758784 - #779 
tweet details

@jennann516 RT @AliviaAnders: @cb6luvs2read Yes! Rated-R movies w/ nudity, 
lang, violence, and sub abuse is fine on a screen but not a book?? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124700374274049 - #780 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @MaryAnnScheuer: about to start reading A Monster Calls by 
Patrick Ness #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124736592093186 - #781 
tweet details

@kperry @MrsReaderpants @teacherman82 I want to know too. What about the 
card? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124751439937536 - #782 
tweet details

@colbysharp Just finished Friendship Dolls. Been loving "girlyish" books lately. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124755760066561 - #783 
tweet details

@SherryTeach I to a Read 180 training where neither of the trainers were readers. 
#titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:48:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124758909980673 - #784 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @Cathy_Blackler I'm hearing Newbery buzz about JEFFERSON'S 
SONS. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124762835861504 - #785 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @yaloveblog Loved The Ants, too- #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124763293024256 - #786 
tweet details

@katsok Titles - I'm reading Wonderstruck by Selznick. Amazing. Finished Bigger 
than a Breadbox & also Waiting for the Magic this week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124767634141184 - #787 
tweet details

@mtechman love the look of A Ball for Daisy by Raschka #titletalk (wordless, young 
primary) 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124768145842177 - #788 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @mtechman @PaulWHankins I was confused reading new Sendak. 
My money is almost gone, so I prob will skip it. Keep forgetting #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124769819365378 - #789 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @classicsixbooks: Rocket Learns to Read was perfect for my 
1st graders first wk of school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124803038253056 - #790 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @thereadingzone A Monster Calls - middle school? or high 
school? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124838874382336 - #791 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @PaulWHankins: Lexile? Oops. I thought it was Tactile. I often kiss 
the screen during these chats. You people are beautiful. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:48:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124861213245440 - #792 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Also reading Dead End in Norvelt. Hilarious. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124905161170944 - #793 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian Also, if you have not read OKAY FOR NOW, I *insist* that you read 
it immediately. One of my favorites of the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124914036322304 - #794 
tweet details

@librarianjenne I enjoyed The False Princess by Eilis O'Neal. A lot of ethical issues 
buried under the fantasy story. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124917383380992 - #795 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @MaryAnnScheuer yeah love Ness, but not in K-5 lmc #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124948140208129 - #796 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @colbysharp Totally looking forward to reading Bigger than a 
Breadbox and Friendship Dolls. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124948391858178 - #797 
tweet details
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@katsok @MaryAnnScheuer You are so lucky, I love that book. An amazing read. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124955765440512 - #798 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Just read The Red Umbrella. Am very uspet w/ @donalynbooks and 
@PaulWHankins for recommending this book. I bawled!!!! #titletalk :-) 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124965940830209 - #799 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @SarahDarerLitt's WANT TO GO PRIVATE is now on shelves 
with a great website of resources related to internet safety. Provocative. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124970286125056 - #800 
tweet details

@MsHootieHoo Titles to Share: I was enthralled with the Beauty Queens 
Audiobook #titletalk Grabbed Blood Wounds by Pfeffer at the YA book Conf. in 
Chcgo 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124980025311233 - #801 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MaryAnnScheuer: about to start reading A Monster Calls by 
Patrick Ness #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124990708199424 - #802 
tweet details

@see_far_cfar #titletalk Unwind by Neil Shusterman....Amazing book! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118124997117091840 - #803 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @librarianjenne: I enjoyed The False Princess by Eilis O'Neal. 
A lot of ethical issues buried under the fantasy story. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125017434296322 - #804 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @laurajspangler @colbysharp Loved both of those books too:-) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125026363973634 - #805 
tweet details

@kperry RT @katsok:In the classroom library(& schl libry)I think the key is to 
remind we are providing books for a wide range of readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125036904255488 - #806 
tweet details

@yaloveblog Titles: Like Mandarin by Kirsten Hubbard, Perfect by Ellen Hopkins, 
Virtuosity by Jessica Martinez, Rival by Sara Bennett Wealer #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125054490980352 - #807 
tweet details

@literacydocent @katsok Loved Wonderstruck and Bigger Than a Bread Box too! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125054218346496 - #808 
tweet details

@Gina_Murphy RT @MWLibraryDiva: Librarian if done well is just as challenging 
and taxing as a classroom teacher - only in different ways. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125069829554177 - #809 
tweet details

@katsok @abbylibrarian Agree - Okay for Now is a must read. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:49:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125076943077376 - #810 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: Also reading Dead End in Norvelt. Hilarious. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125082966106112 - #811 
tweet details

@kperry RT @see_far_cfar: #titletalk Unwind by Neil Shusterman....Amazing book! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125083700113408 - #812 
tweet details

@DJ345 @RdngTeach @cb6luvs2read I am amazed by what 1st graders asked for 
based on what they watch. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125090822037504 - #813 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @MaryAnnScheuer Both. It's very deep, but I think MS students 
will enjoy it #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125099994976257 - #814 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop @donalynbooks Also reading Wonderstruck- Selznick rocks. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125104025710594 - #815 
tweet details

@colbysharp @laurajspangler those are two sweet books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125104206065664 - #816 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher I'm in the middle of Guantanamo Boy controversial but 
appropriate for some. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125104998776832 - #817 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @MrsReaderPants But I wouldn't let my 4th grader read some of the 
same books as my 8th graders. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:49:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125109809643520 - #818 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @colbysharp loved the end of Friendship Doll #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125132458901506 - #819 
tweet details

@jennann516 Finishing up YOU AGAINST ME and starting LIAR this week. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125140012838912 - #820 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants @RdngTeach @halseanderson You are the "bad" parent 
whose kids read and think for themselves. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125149919784961 - #821 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Oh! I remember! Me, Freida is a gorgeous wonderful book. 
Almost lost it w/ Henry's Freedom Box last week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125156248977408 - #822 
tweet details

@CBethM @MaryAnnScheuer You will LOVE A Monster Calls. Beautiful book. So 
grateful for friends who shared it with me this summer!!! #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:50:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125169188405248 - #823 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT@abbylibrarian:Also, if you have not read OKAY FOR NOW,I 
*insist* that you read it immediately One of my favorites of the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125173646958592 - #824 
tweet details

@trkravtin @MaryAnnScheuer @thereadingzone Big blog post on A Monster Calls 
going up on Tuesday with quotes from people you know! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125176775917569 - #825 
tweet details

@box43h #titletalk Please Ignore Vera Dietz, A. S. King. Lots of hard stuff, but so 
good. And a very caring, if imperfect, dad. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125227807997952 - #826 
tweet details

@CBethM RT @RdngTeach: @MaryAnnScheuer You are gonna love that book! 
Have tissues on hand!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125227568934912 - #827 
tweet details

@thebrainlair just started Daughter of Smoke and Bone. So many lines I want to 
tweet/writedown/repeat! Loving it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125256069218304 - #828 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @Cathy_Blackler I rave about it whenever I'm given the opportunity :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125266466914305 - #829 
tweet details

@kperry RT @MWLibraryDiva: Librarian if done well is just as challenging and 
taxing as a classroom teacher - only in different ways. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125273383309313 - #830 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer will be reading aloud Wonderstruck to 4th and 5th graders - 
using a document camera to project the images, hoping to draw kids in #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125273987297280 - #831 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants Anyone else keep forgetting to add #titletalk to their discussion 
tweets? Argh! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125292366729217 - #832 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @WizardOzTeacher We reviewed Guantanamo Boy at the ALAN 
site as part of our Under the Radar series. Difficult issue book. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125301636149248 - #833 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Stay with Me, Paul Griffin's latest is now out. Great read! Def HS 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125314491678720 - #834 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @katsok: @abbylibrarian Agree - Okay for Now is a must read. 
@hmhbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125317125713920 - #835 
tweet details

@thebrainlair Daughter just finished Divergent. She makes me want to re-read it! 
#titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:50:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125324151160833 - #836 
tweet details

@SherryTeach But Dead in in Norvelt doesn't have an AR quiz! It is in the backseat 
of my car though and next up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125341951795200 - #837 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MaryAnnScheuer @thereadingzone I think A Monster Calls is 
fine for MS. Will take to my 6th graders. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125353393856512 - #838 
tweet details

@mtechman can't wait to order Swirl by Swirl by Joyce Sidman - everything she 
does is breathtaking (poetic NF, art by Beth Krommes) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125358229893121 - #839 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @thebrainlair Oh! Daughter of Smoke and Bone is huge with my 
sophomore girls. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:50:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125378148646912 - #840 
tweet details

@pageintraining Loved Lisa Ernsts 'How things work in the Yard' Great format 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125382405853185 - #841 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @MaryAnnScheuer I *loved* WONDERSTRUCK! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125395693416448 - #842 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @abbylibrarian I just finished Schmidt's The Wednesday Wars. 
Such a great student/teacher story! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125396142211072 - #843 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @thebrainlair Oh, I loved Divergent!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125396251250688 - #844 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT@abbylibrarian: also, if u have not read OKAY FOR NOW,I 
*insist* that you read it immediately One of my favorites of the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125399002726400 - #845 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop @donalynbooks Anyone else read Wildwood by Colin Melot? 
Strong adventure for strong readers who are still younger/tween. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125432339054592 - #846 
tweet details

@Aluchies Am waiting for my copies of Bigger than a Breadbox and Wonderstruck 
to arrive! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125436344614912 - #847 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I also recently read Anna and the French Kiss. So good! Don't let 
the cover fool you. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125444808716288 - #848 
tweet details

@colbysharp @LibLaura5 great ending. Best doll book since Edward Tulane. 
#titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:51:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125453964877825 - #849 
tweet details

@wclodfelter Wake, Fade, and Gone by Lisa McMann #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125479722094592 - #850 
tweet details

@SherryTeach Finished Memoirs of a Teenage Amnesiac this morning. Stunning. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125478996475904 - #851 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk -- had to get 2nd copies of HATE LIST and DUFF -- kids 
have stolen my others 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125481622126592 - #852 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @thereadingzone: I also recently read Anna and the French Kiss. 
So good! Don't let the cover fool you. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125486047105024 - #853 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Pablo Neruda: Poet of the People (A picture book that would pair 
nicely with The Dreamer.) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125489482240001 - #854 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @jennann516 I thought about buying You Against Me. What do you 
think? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125496105054208 - #855 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @thebrainlair Daughter just finished Divergent. She makes me want to 
re-read it! #titletalk It is soooo good. Loved it. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125500618125312 - #856 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @mtechman curious to read that one too as it is slated for a 
younger audience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125510869008384 - #857 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @wclodfelter: Wake, Fade, and Gone by Lisa McMann #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125517886066688 - #858 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @MaryAnnScheuer Great idea. #wonderstruck #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125525297397762 - #859 
tweet details

@see_far_cfar @thebrainlair Divergent is next on my list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125526719283200 - #860 
tweet details

@serawrites RT @MaryAnnReilly: @MWLibraryDiva it seems impossible to teach 
others to read & not enjoy and actively read yourself. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125533740544000 - #861 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @LibLaura5 @colbysharp I adored, adored, adored the 
Friendship Doll by @kirbylarson - hoping it gets noticed more #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125547640471553 - #862 
tweet details
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@katsok @donalynbooks @MaryAnnScheuer @thereadingzone Agreed. I will have 
Monster Calls in my classroom. Depends on kid. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125568901382144 - #863 
tweet details

@kperry Use TweetChat and it puts in the hashtag for you. @MrsReaderpants 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125574408519680 - #864 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Had a great conversation w/ young reader about Selznick's 
Wonderstruck. Ordered for my lib but haven't read yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125587180158978 - #865 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Three upcoming titles NOT to miss: Breadcrumbs by @AnneUrsu, 
Bigger Than a Breadbox by @LaurelSnyder, Liesl & Po by @oliverbooks. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:51:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125617303662592 - #866 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @literacydocent @katsok I balled while reading Wonderstruck 
and can't wait to add it to the shelves this week. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125660366585856 - #867 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @CBethM: @MaryAnnScheuer You will LOVE A Monster Calls. 
Beautiful! So grateful for friends who shared it with me this summer! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125681614929921 - #868 
tweet details

@librarianjenne @jennann516 Liar is AMAZING. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125703874093056 - #869 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @wclodfelter Those books are some of the most popular in my 
classroom library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125709066641408 - #870 
tweet details

@CBethM @PBWorkshop @donalynbooks Just picked up Wonderstruck this 
weekend. Not very far, but it reminds me of why I loved Hugo Cabret! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125744491728896 - #871 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @pageintraining I just bought this one--:-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125760857899009 - #872 
tweet details

@MsHootieHoo Heard great things about George Clooney Please Marry my Mom 
as well #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125764091719680 - #873 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Just finished Incorrible Children series. Enjoyed them more than I 
expected. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125773059145728 - #874 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @PaulWHankins Breadcrumbs is beautiful, beautiful, beautiful. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125788464816128 - #875 
tweet details
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@cb6luvs2read @DJ345 @RdngTeach Oh goodness I know! I used to teach 1st - 
it would break my heart 2 hear things like that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125807360159744 - #876 
tweet details

@ewitt43 I got to meet and talk to Selznick last Friday night. As amazing as his 
books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125826255499264 - #877 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @thebrainlair I have a waiting list for my classroom library. 
DIVERGENT is the only book on it so far. 4x over. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125840532897793 - #878 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk @SarahDarerLitt Want To Go Private should be read by every 
parent who has kids who use the internet… (cont) http://t.co/ebHk2cW9 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125851521974272 - #879 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @thebrainlair Good book! Did you see the INSURGENT cover? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125851974967296 - #880 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @thereadingzone Everyone says that, but I still twitch at the cover. I 
feel ashamedly hypocritical. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125865132507136 - #881 
tweet details

@writer #titletalk. Stop it! My to read next list is FULL. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125869557493760 - #882 
tweet details

@colbysharp Breadcrumbs and Bread Box and Babymouse and Squish 2 and I 
want my Hat Back all come out Tuesday. Great book week! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125874930397185 - #883 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I loved Leisl and Po, Bigger than a Breadbox and Breadcrumbs. 
All coming out this week and next. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:52:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125876658446336 - #884 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @abbylibrarian: @PaulWHankins Breadcrumbs is beautiful, 
beautiful, beautiful. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125904173080577 - #885 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @MaryAnnScheuer Great idea with Wonderstruck. His pics are so 
amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125904730914816 - #886 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @PaulWHankins 3 titles NOT to miss: Breadcrumbs @AnneUrsu, 
Bigger Than a Breadbox @LaurelSnyder, Liesl & Po @oliverbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125911106256896 - #887 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @PaulWHankins: 3 titles NOT 2 miss: Breadcrumbs 
@AnneUrsu, Bigger Than a Breadbox @LaurelSnyder, Liesl & Po @oliverbooks. 
#titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:53:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125940122456064 - #888 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Also liked Audition by Kehoe - also HS maybe-mature 8th 
grader... #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125948951461888 - #889 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @PBWorkshop Wildwood is on my pile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125977787310081 - #890 
tweet details

@RdngTeach This is why this chat is so dangerous :-) RT @writer: #titletalk. Stop it! 
My to read next list is FULL. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125996363886593 - #891 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @brianwyzlic it will be our first read for our book club! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118125996779110400 - #892 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @colbysharp or Doll People before Edward #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126014311317504 - #893 
tweet details

@meg_allison This is a good tongue-in-check video about censorship. Get's the 
kids thinking, for sure - http://t.co/eevwNaQW #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126049124040705 - #894 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins I <3 Liesl & Po. Can't wait to buy my finished copy. 
@oliverbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126055994294272 - #895 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @abbylibrarian @PaulWHankins I've got to get my hands on 
Breadcrumbs! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126070393352192 - #896 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @writer is asking for more titles and I have lost her number. Can 
our people here in the chat help her out? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126081021718529 - #897 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @colbysharp New Babymouse!! *squee!* #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:53:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126090601500672 - #898 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @meg_allison: This is a good tongue-in-check video about 
censorship. Gets the kids thinking, for sure - http://t.co/V42Moz2g #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126154011000832 - #899 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Also read Anything But Typical. Could pair with Out of My Mind 
and/or Rules. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126164425457664 - #900 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @Cathy_Blackler I can't wait to read that one! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126179181002753 - #901 
tweet details
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@colbysharp @abbylibrarian Babymouse Christmas!!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126187749974017 - #902 
tweet details

@kperry Just finished SHUT OUT by Keplinger. Girls holding out on sex in order to 
get what they want. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126191541624832 - #903 
tweet details

@MsHootieHoo LOL Agreed! RT @writer: #titletalk. Stop it! My to read next list is 
FULL. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126212441833472 - #904 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @MaryAnnScheuer I donated it to my son's elem lib #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126214417358848 - #905 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Need to read The Dragon's Tooth by @ndwilsonmutters Kids keep 
taking it before I can read it myself. Darn kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126225905565698 - #906 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @AliviaAnders Yes! I texted it to my daughter! We can hardly wait till 
May!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126225922334720 - #907 
tweet details

@DeborahGrillo Anyone read "Spanking Shakespeare" by YA author Jake Wizner? 
I love it for 9th and 10th grade readers; it's certainly provocative #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126230741585921 - #908 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @colbysharp: Breadcrumbs, Bread Box, Babymouse, Squish 
2, I Wnt my Hat Back all come out Tues. Great book week!<<Agreed! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126244138188800 - #909 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MaryAnnScheuer: about to start reading A Monster Calls by 
Patrick Ness #titletalk <=so good 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126273729003520 - #910 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks "Having chat w/ other libs about books" - Me "That's not as fun 
as reading to me." - Son Touche, touche!! #titletalk #myminutesarenumbered 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126275339632640 - #911 
tweet details

@SherryTeach I have I Want to Go Private. Maybe I'll start that next! Was going to 
open Once Was Lost or Perfect. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126282285383680 - #912 
tweet details

@booksandbytes Adding some of this YA titles to my hold list @arlingtonvalib. 
Thanks for the recommendations. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126287373078528 - #913 
tweet details

@ewitt43 Doing a book blog project with any class, just started last week. Join in. 
http://t.co/x4pI82oF #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126292527878145 - #914 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson @PaulWHankins HAH! I just tweeted those EXACT 3 titles. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126326921175041 - #915 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @colbysharp (I sneaked a peek at it when we got it in last week, 
but I can't wait to sit and read the whole thing!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126331174191104 - #916 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MWLibraryDiva I do put all those together for 6th graders to read! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126333195845633 - #917 
tweet details

@PBWorkshop #titletalk- *Love* Divergent. Recommending it daily.Roth's sequel is 
Insurgent- coming April. She joked the last will be called Detergent! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:54:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126366788034560 - #918 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @writer Yes! I model the same way. Horror is NOT my thing. So 
my students booktalk/rec those titles to each other. It's amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126387914739714 - #919 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf “@see_far_cfar: @thebrainlair Divergent is next on my list. #titletalk”. 
Loved it! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126390473277440 - #920 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @DeborahGrillo I loved it! Wish I was in high school to use it! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126400283738112 - #921 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler The Sharp Time is a good read too-w/a very different kind of 
bully... #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126406457765888 - #922 
tweet details

@mtechman @colbysharp Lexile is the machine we rage against ; ) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126409439907841 - #923 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @colbysharp R u able 2 encourage boys ever w/ "girly" books? 
Any "girly" titles that u find popular w/ boys? I have a couple.. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126410605936640 - #924 
tweet details

@katsok Bedtime story tonight - Adventures of Cow by Triangle Press. Family 
favorite. Use in class to write photo essays. Awesome book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126444231667712 - #925 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Has anyone read Wikkeling? Not sure of spelling but former 
student insists I read it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126445779357697 - #926 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @PBWorkshop: #titletalk- *Love* Divergent. Recommending it 
daily.Roth's sequel is Insurgent- coming April. She joked the last will be ... 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126447566135296 - #927 
tweet details
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@CBethM Just finished Ashes last weekend. Wow...going to be twitchy until I get 
my hands on the sequel! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126449319354370 - #928 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @frankisibberson @PBWorkshop Disappointed w/ Wildwood. 
Abandoned. Student reading it now. Hopefully she will prove me wrong. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126459004002304 - #929 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #titletalk can't wait to read Breadcrumbs and Bigger than a Breadbox 
after Tuesday! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126507712458753 - #930 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @CBethM: Just finished Ashes last weekend. Wow...going to 
be twitchy until I get my hands on the sequel! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126522287656960 - #931 
tweet details

@SarahKappelman Offering choice in reading to students--a novel idea? (Pardon 
the pun.) http://t.co/2rVcm8Jm #titletalk #reading 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126530546249728 - #932 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Just finished This Dark Endeavor. Frankenstein prequel by 
Kenneth Oppel. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126564532695040 - #933 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Just finished This Dark Endeavor. Frankenstein 
prequel by Kenneth Oppel. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126598661734400 - #934 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT@abbylibrarian: also, if u have not read OKAY FOR NOW,I *insist* 
that you read it immediately One of my favorites of the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126619385790465 - #935 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @SarahKappelman: Offering choice in reading to students--a 
novel idea? (Pardon the pun.) http://t.co/IMW3GM0E #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126630798499840 - #936 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks @PBWorkshop One of my great reading friends 
LOVES it. On my stack. Hope I love it. We'll see.... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:55:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126635726798848 - #937 
tweet details

@kperry @CBethM Loved ASHES. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126670346592256 - #938 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @PaulWHankins: RT @CBethM: Just finished Ashes last weekend. 
Wow...going to be twitchy until I get my hands on the sequel! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126685945200640 - #939 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer Had a lot of fun with Peter Nimble and His Fantastic Eyes - 
great fantasy / quest for 5th - 6th grades @jonathanauxier #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126702072315904 - #940 
tweet details
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@marburyjack RT @PaulWHankins: RT @donalynbooks: I am reading Stick by 
@marburyjack. A beautiful book. Definitely provocative. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126712440631297 - #941 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @oliverbooks' Liesl & Po has a most intriguing connection to 
ASHES. I'll let you read them both to find the link. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126714529382400 - #942 
tweet details

@thereadingzone And I HAVE to mention Breadcrumbs. The writing is some of the 
best I have read recently and the story is a love song for books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126717184385024 - #943 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @SherryTeach All three are excellent books. I have quite a few girls 
who really enjoyed Once Was Lost. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126719084396545 - #944 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MaryAnnScheuer am no ordering my own person Friendship Doll 
book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126747656007681 - #945 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks Was Dark Endeavor good #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126770439467009 - #946 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I read The Monstrumologist and fell in love. It's not my kind of 
book but I am hooked. Huge with my students, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126817935757312 - #947 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @cb6luvs2read @colbysharp my HS boys loved Speak as much 
as girls - elem boys liked Stargirl #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126836441034752 - #948 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @donalynbooks Kenneth Oppel is going to speak at the Texas 
Book Festival hope to hear him. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126848587739136 - #949 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @cb6luvs2read @colbysharp Gave brother THE HUNGER GAMES 
to try. Maybe that? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:56:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126855822901248 - #950 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Daughter of Smoke and Bone in the Pile to read next. Also, Rot 
and Ruin sequel, Dust and Decay. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126893718437888 - #951 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks Read alouds call my #titletalk tweeps! Thanks for another 
interesting, spirited and TIMELY chat!! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126895580712960 - #952 
tweet details

@frankisibberson The Girl of Fire and Thorns is on my stack--as soon as my 
daughter finishes it. Looks great. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126903168208896 - #953 
tweet details
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@colbysharp @cb6luvs2read all my boys love Babymouse! http://t.co/QWuH7AGz 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126913393917952 - #954 
tweet details

@mentortexts RT @mtechman: @colbysharp Lexile is the machine we rage 
against ; ) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126952753270784 - #955 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @clix I liked it a lot. The pace was slow. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126969123635200 - #956 
tweet details

@meg_allison How about a book idea for a reluctant reader? Boy, 3rd grade. Loves 
tractors & being outdoors,football. Thx for your help. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118126997904965632 - #957 
tweet details

@SherryTeach A Monster Calls releases in the U.S. on Tuesday. I'm ordering 
several copies in addition to the one I got from London. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127000484458496 - #958 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins For the big people, I'm reading THE NIGHT CIRCUS this 
weekend. Lovely ladders to Cathy Day's THE CIRCUS IN WINTER. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127045992660992 - #959 
tweet details

@thebrainlair Am I the only one who enjoyed This Dark Endeavor and Half Brother 
both by Kenneth Oppel? I think he's a genius! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127052607062017 - #960 
tweet details

@CBethM @PBWorkshop Just picked up Divergent this weekend. Excited to read 
through it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127060127465473 - #961 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf Delirium had me delirious with nervousness & anxiety to find out what 
happened next. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127073918337024 - #962 
tweet details

@teacherman82 Mockingbird by Kathryn Erskine is my favorite book of the yr so 
far. I will read it aloud to my hs students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127089705684993 - #963 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @LibLaura5 #titletalk can't wait to read Breadcrumbs and Bigger than 
a Breadbox - I am totally with you there. Tuesday is a good day. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127131640332288 - #964 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MaryAnnScheuer: Had a lot of fun w/ Peter Nimble & His Fantastic 
Eyes great fantasy/quest for 5th/6th grd @jonathanauxier #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:57:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127136535097344 - #965 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly The list of titles flying out of #titletalk is inspiring. Imagine if your 
students could chat like this w/ 1 another? 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127143686381568 - #966 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks We are nearing the end of another great chat. Any final book 
recommendations or thoughts about Banned Book Week? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127145015971840 - #967 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir LOVE IT! MT @thereadingzone Breadcrumbs...a love song for 
books. @WaldenPondPress #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127213685125120 - #968 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @meg_allison My reluctant and non-reluctant readers alike are 
eating up the Jake Maddox sports novels. Short, action-packed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127217996861440 - #969 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @Mrs_Laf looking forward to pandemonium! Can't wait to see what 
happens! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127243817005056 - #970 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @PaulWHankins Just started The Night Circus. Magical so far. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127249722589184 - #971 
tweet details

@mindi_r @PaulWHankins #titletalk This was recommended at the YA Lit Fest as 
"Not for Adults Only". What do you think? 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127250561445888 - #972 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Anyone read Withering Tights yet? My adult daughter and I love 
Louise Rennison! Can't wait to read this one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127252914450432 - #973 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Is anyone recognizing BBW in your classroom or library? Share 
your activities! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127274414444544 - #974 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @SherryTeach: A Monster Calls releases in the US on Tues. 
Ordering several copies in addition to the one I got from London. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127280785596416 - #975 
tweet details

@katsok @trkravtin @MaryAnnScheuer @jonathanauxier Absolutely love Peter 
Nimble. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127308933578752 - #976 
tweet details

@colbysharp Read Eye of the Storm a week ago. It was crazy awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127321373884417 - #977 
tweet details

@alybee930 @ChocolateAir Yes that is a good pairing. I used it with 5th grade last 
year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127372959629313 - #978 
tweet details

@mrsashleyjdavis I can't publish my 'off limits' list, because those are the only 
ones kids'll bring in! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:58:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127389925576704 - #979 
tweet details
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@mindi_r @thebrainlair #titletalk Half Brother is hot in my classroom this year. I 
loved it. Just bought This Dark Endeavor yesterday. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127400885301248 - #980 
tweet details

@FlyontheCWall RT @ewitt43: Doing a book blog project with any class, just 
started last week. Join in. http://t.co/x4pI82oF #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127406350471170 - #981 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @MaryAnnScheuer @jonathanauxier met JA on Fri @ book 
signing-almost done w/CYRM books for voting-have stack of free-reads ready! 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127421538041856 - #982 
tweet details

@DJ345 #TitleTalk My favorite recent read was The Night Fairy 
http://t.co/NE1ZeKds 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127445667880961 - #983 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins I'm now moving ASHES up in my to-read pile 
#titletalk @oliverbooks 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127452974350337 - #984 
tweet details

@thereadingzone For Banned Books Week, everyone should participate in the 
Virtual Read Out http://t.co/nYAes4w6 #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127458183675904 - #985 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @colbysharp Yes! I have tons of Babymouse & always checked 
out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127467981586432 - #986 
tweet details

@trkravtin @katsok @trkravtin @MaryAnnScheuer @jonathanauxier Yay for Peter 
Nimble! @Amuletbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127486386192384 - #987 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins In as much as WATER FOR ELEPHANTS is on RC list, I am 
thinking THE NIGHT CIRCUS would work well for older YA readers. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127486663012352 - #988 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MaryAnnReilly we were asked to quiet down or leave pub library 
this summer for this very thing! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127489682911232 - #989 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Also finally picked up Howe's Addie on the Inside. Love the misfits 
and Howe's LGBT-friendly middle grade novel. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127552312254464 - #990 
tweet details

@MsHootieHoo Movies based on Banned books! RT @donalynbooks: Is anyone 
recognizing BBW in your classroom or library? Share your activities! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127553922871296 - #991 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @trkravtin @SherryTeach Ordered A Monster Calls from UK. 
Bawled my eyes out. Hauntingly beautiful. Will carry it w/ me always. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:59:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127573975842816 - #992 
tweet details

@trkravtin How about some love for @OrigamiYoda? Darth Paper new this fall. 
@Amuletbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:59:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127618951348225 - #993 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @trkravtin: How about some love for @OrigamiYoda? Darth 
Paper new this fall. @Amuletbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127666539933696 - #994 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Gotta run! Thanks @PaulWHankins and @donalynbooks and all for 
another AMAZING #titletalk! 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127670352556032 - #995 
tweet details

@alybee930 @colbysharp Tuesday is like mega-release day even more are coming 
out that are amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127678112022528 - #996 
tweet details

@clix Ugh! I can't keep up. :P I'm gonna have to read the log. I'm going crosseyed 
here! ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127683107426304 - #997 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @trkravtin: How about some love for @OrigamiYoda? Darth 
Paper new this fall. @Amuletbooks #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127722051538945 - #998 
tweet details

@kwhee27 #titletalk just finished Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. 
Weird but wonderful, with a male protagonist. 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127736236687362 - #999 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @donalynbooks I have a bookshelf dedicated to BBW right now. I 
have a banned books project in my YA Lit class too. (1/2) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127760320380928 - #1000 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @alybee930: @colbysharp Tuesday is like mega-release day 
even more are coming out that are amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127767689756672 - #1001 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Wow! Another hour flew by-literally! Thanks again to hosts 
extraordinaire @donalynbooks & @ PaulWHankins - always informative #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127768738344960 - #1002 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @PaulWHankins: RT @trkravtin: How about some love for 
@OrigamiYoda? Darth Paper new this fall. @Amuletbooks #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127770806132736 - #1003 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @PaulWHankins: RT @trkravtin: How about some love for 
@OrigamiYoda? Darth Paper new this fall. @Amuletbooks #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127770806132736 - #1004 
tweet details

@jmalphy My MS kids love @OrigamiYoda! RT @trkravtin: How about some love 
for @OrigamiYoda? Darth Paper new this fall. @Amuletbooks #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 01:00:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127802183712768 - #1005 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @Twainiest @AndersonGL ALA has a lot of resources for book 
challenges as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127808752005120 - #1006 
tweet details

@colbysharp @alybee930 it is going to be an awesome day for readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127812774346752 - #1007 
tweet details

@katsok @trkravtin @OrigamiYoda @Amuletbooks Origami Yoda and Darth Paper 
are in heavy rotation in my 5th grade classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127817761357824 - #1008 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @mindi_r YEAH! I want to marry him... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127830386221056 - #1009 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Ok, the dogs are begging to be walked. Thanks for the fantastic 
#titletalk! 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127837977907200 - #1010 
tweet details

@gaepol RT @thereadingzone: For Banned Books Week, everyone should 
participate in the Virtual Read Out http://t.co/nYAes4w6 #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127837134848000 - #1011 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @PaulWHankins: RT @trkravtin: How about some love for 
@OrigamiYoda? Darth Paper new this fall. @Amuletbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127855652700160 - #1012 
tweet details

@kperry @kwhee27 That one was totally weird. Interesting though. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127867413536768 - #1013 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @katsok: @trkravtin @OrigamiYoda @Amuletbooks Origami Yoda 
and Darth Paper are in heavy rotation in my 5th grade classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127912967876608 - #1014 
tweet details

@donalynbooks It is time to go. I know we could talk all night. Thanks to my co-
host @paulwhankins for another great chat. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127927790538752 - #1015 
tweet details

@pageintraining My kids are loving Dan Santat's Sidekicks #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127932911796224 - #1016 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk TALL STORY, PAPER COVERS ROCK, ILLEGAL, 
UNDER THEMESQUITE. 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127933989724160 - #1017 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson @PaulWHankins @trkravtin @OrigamiYoda 
@Amuletbooks Origami Yoda and Darth Paper on NYT bestseller list! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127934778257408 - #1018 
tweet details
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@FlyontheCWall RT @ewitt43: I got to meet and talk to Selznick last Friday night. 
As amazing as his books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127960195727360 - #1019 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @donalynbooks You are an excellent #titletalk facilitator. 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127976733876224 - #1020 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks @paulwhankins Thanks for another great 
#titletalk Such great conversation, as always! 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127982882725888 - #1021 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @thereadingzone: For Banned Books Week, everyone should 
participate in the Virtual Read Out http://t.co/nYAes4w6 #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118127995327221761 - #1022 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk http://t.co/Cgzye2zG Will use this Tuesday with my 
classes. 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128000263921664 - #1023 
tweet details

@pageintraining Thank you once again to @donalynbooks and @paulwhankins for 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128028424478720 - #1024 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Dinner calls! Lots to think about after #titletalk chat. Banned books 
and lots of great recommendations. Thanks for the tweets! 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128045147168769 - #1025 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @laurajspangler such a great voice in Addie! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128053061828608 - #1026 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @frankisibberson: @donalynbooks @paulwhankins 
Thanks for another great #titletalk Such great conversation, as always! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128059940478976 - #1027 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I will post archives shortly, so we can read back through for the 
great tips and titles everyone shared tonight! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128074373083136 - #1028 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @donalynbooks Project involves students rdg & researching banned 
books & putting presentation together w/findings & opinions. #titletalk (2) 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128105255743488 - #1029 
tweet details

@kperry RT @thereadingzone: For Banned Books Week, everyone should 
participate in the Virtual Read Out http://t.co/H1GfLf1N #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128133357576192 - #1030 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @paulwhankins Fastest hour of the month. Thanks again 
you two! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128136570421248 - #1031 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks @MsHoughton Thank you! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128140320129024 - #1032 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @colbysharp: @PaulWHankins @trkravtin @OrigamiYoda 
@Amuletbooks Origami Yoda & Darth Paper on NYT bestseller list! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:01:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128140496281601 - #1033 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @thereadingzone: For Banned Books Week, everyone should 
participate in the Virtual Read Out http://t.co/29sIkSlL #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128154333294592 - #1034 
tweet details

@lambertn RT @pageintraining: Thank you once again to @donalynbooks and 
@paulwhankins for #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128209710694400 - #1035 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I had a wonderful time with the conversation tonight. Must work 
on school stuff now. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128219303051265 - #1036 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MsHoughton: @donalynbooks You are an excellent #titletalk 
facilitator. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128223593840641 - #1037 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @thereadingzone: For Banned Books Week, everyone should 
participate in the Virtual Read Out http://t.co/qXGh5HwJ #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128240605937664 - #1038 
tweet details

@colbysharp Great TT. Thanks everyone! Need to check archives and see who I 
need to friend:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128242464010241 - #1039 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Whew-call it, @donalynbooks. 9:02 PM EST. It's a school night, 
after all (wink). What are all of these people doing up still? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128243692941312 - #1040 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer do you know the date / topic for the next #titletalk? would love 
to add it to my calendar (and warn my family!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128244280135680 - #1041 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 RT @trkravtin: How about some love for @OrigamiYoda? Darth Paper 
new this fall. @Amuletbooks #titletalk <- deserving of so much love! 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128332335357952 - #1042 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @donalynbooks @paulwhankins Thanks for another wonderful 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128340723974144 - #1043 
tweet details

@trkravtin You, too @PaulWHankins #titletalk facilitator with a capital F! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:02:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128378573365248 - #1044 
tweet details
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@ChocolateAir And how about some love for Amulet 4 by @boltcity A series to 
hook any reader! The books are still flying off my shelves! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128404737437698 - #1045 
tweet details

@kperry Thanks everyone. Going to write a book review now. I look forward to 
reading the transcript to see what I missed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128411624488960 - #1046 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian Excellent Title Talk! Thanks @PaulWHankins and 
@donalynbooks!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128416837992448 - #1047 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk thanks @donalynbooks & @PaulWHankins as always 
for fun, furiously paced hour. 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128430322692096 - #1048 
tweet details

@katsok @MaryAnnScheuer I assume October 30th. Usually last Sunday of the 
month at 7 pm central. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128472047624192 - #1049 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Only 6 PM on the west coast! 
Lots of reading time left #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128493329526784 - #1050 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @MaryAnnScheuer Always last Sun of month, 8PM EST 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128493568606208 - #1051 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks always makes me wait until the Saturday before 
to pick a topic. I'm ready. . .right now. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128530776276992 - #1052 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @donalynbooks read Walt the FartDog w 4th gr. It's a Book (not 
banned, but controv.) w 5th. along with having challenged bks out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128576355766272 - #1053 
tweet details

@kperry RT @Cathy_Blackler: @MaryAnnScheuer Always last Sun of month, 8PM 
EST #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128594240278528 - #1054 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 RT @pageintraining: My kids are loving Dan Santat's Sidekicks 
#titletalk <- Love Sidekicks!!! 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128638859296768 - #1055 
tweet details

@yaloveblog LOVED this #titletalk Thank you, @donalynbooks & @PaulWHankins 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:03:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128640071438336 - #1056 
tweet details

@mwedwards RT @flyonthecwall: RT @ewitt43: Doing a book blog project with 
any class, just started last week. Join in. http://t.co/DUFRvTfW #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 01:03:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128643787587584 - #1057 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Join us on the last Sunday of every month at 8 pm EST for 
#titletalk. Next month's chat is on October 30th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128667674148864 - #1058 
tweet details

@colbysharp I think October 30th is Trick or Treat night in my neighborhood:
( #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128688113004544 - #1059 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @yaloveblog: LOVED this #titletalk Thank you, @donalynbooks & 
@PaulWHankins #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128716718149632 - #1060 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @ChocolateAir: how about some luv 4 Amulet 4 by @boltcity A 
series 2 hook any reader! The books r still flying off my shelves! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128750478114816 - #1061 
tweet details

@kperry RT @donalynbooks: Join us on the last Sunday of every month at 8 pm 
EST for #titletalk. Next months chat is on October 30th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128754961825792 - #1062 
tweet details

@pageintraining Oh, next #titletalk is right after AASL convention. Hope I have 
great things to share then! 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128774733758465 - #1063 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir RT @yaloveblog: LOVED this #titletalk Thank you, @donalynbooks 
& @PaulWHankins #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128795973726209 - #1064 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Join us on the last Sunday of every month at 8 pm 
EST for #titletalk. Next months chat is on October 30th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128810171449344 - #1065 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Remember last year when this chat was ON 
Halloween night? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128819998695424 - #1066 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Thank you everyone for another excellent #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:04:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128890651754496 - #1067 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: Join us on the last Sunday of every month 
at 8 pm EST for #titletalk. Next months chat is on October 30th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:05:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128915553320960 - #1068 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Join us on the last Sunday of every month at 
8 pm EST for #titletalk. Next months chat is on October 30th. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:05:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118128918195736576 - #1069 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Thank you for another great 
discussion - such an important topic. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 01:05:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129031827828737 - #1070 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @donalynbooks: Join us on the last Sunday of every month at 
8 pm EST for #titletalk. Next month's chat is on October 30th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:05:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129055462719488 - #1071 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins Do you really have an idea for next month's 
topic? I thought you liked to be loose and see what happens, Max. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:05:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129101784629248 - #1072 
tweet details

@katsok @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Intrigue - what topic do you have in 
mind? :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:05:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129127797694467 - #1073 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @donalynbooks: Join us on the last Sunday of every month at 
8 pm EST for #titletalk. Next months chat is on October 30th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:06:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129221695586304 - #1074 
tweet details

@cocoranlibrary Accelerated Reader Chapter Lot Classroom Library 4 5 6 
Babysitter's Club, Beverly Cleary #titletalk http://t.co/i7bzCRv9 at Bonanza. 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:06:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129241471729665 - #1075 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp It was on Halloween last year. I'd post, then answer the 
door, then repeat. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:06:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129254268551168 - #1076 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Remember to go through the archive to find new friends/follows. 
The convo goes on all month long in advance of official chat. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:06:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129299923533824 - #1077 
tweet details

@FlyontheCWall RT @donalynbooks: Join us on the last Sunday of every month at 
8 pm EST for #titletalk. Next month's chat is on October 30th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:06:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129340201435136 - #1078 
tweet details

@cocoranlibrary Young Adult Teen Lot Gossip Girl #titletalk http://t.co/RCTAlDy3 
at Bonanza. 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:06:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129371071524864 - #1079 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @PaulWHankins: Remember to go through the archive to 
find new friends/follows. The convo goes on all month long #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:07:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129465992814592 - #1080 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks ummm. . .no. You got me. . .Great. In front of 
everybody too. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:07:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129521152114689 - #1081 
tweet details

@cocoranlibrary Hardy Boys Franklin Dixon Hardcover Lot 13-18 Like New 
#titletalk http://t.co/S6xFvQEu at Bonanza. 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:08:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129748022013952 - #1082 
tweet details

@alybee930 Amazing how fast #titletalk goes and I wish I could type faster or read 
faster. 
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Mon Sep 26 01:08:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129746700808192 - #1083 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @ClaudiaSwisher Did you see my idea for the rating card? 
#titletalk http://t.co/uDPgp4wW 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:08:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129814686285824 - #1084 
tweet details

@gaepol RT @PaulWHankins: RT @donalynbooks: Join us on the last Sunday of 
every month at 8 pm EST for #titletalk. Next months chat is on October ... 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:08:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118129908600938498 - #1085 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @alybee930 I always feel like I am in a constant state of catchup 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 01:10:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118130202546147328 - #1086 
tweet details
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